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 APR Report for the Academic Year 2020-2021 
2021-2022 Cycle 

 

Section I: Program Description 

 
IA1. Program Title 
 

 

 
IB. Program Contact (Your first and last name) 
 

 

 
IC. Program Mission Statement 
 
Provide the Program’s Mission Statement.  
 

 

 
ID. Program Summary 
 
Provide a brief summary on the current status of the program being reviewed.  
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Section II: Looking Back—2020-2021 

 
IIA. Present the Results (Rubric Criterion 3) 
 
Provide a descriptive summary of the outcomes from the 2020-2021 cycle of program review –if your program’s 2019-20 
goals have been funded, please provide updates here as well.  
 

 

 
IIB. Probe the Results: I Wonder . . . (Rubric Criteria 1, 3) 
 
In this section, judge whether the activities you implemented in 2020-2021 to reach your goals were effective. Did the 
activities have an effect on the outcome? Please describe WHY you believe your outcomes came out the way they did. 
Did you reach your goals? If yes, explain why. If you did not reach your goals, explain why. 
 

 

 
IIC. Ideate Innovations: What if . . . (Rubric Criteria 1, 5) 
 
In this section, describe activities you believe would have an effect on your 2021-2022 outcome measures.  
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Section III: Looking Forward—2021-2022 

III. List Your 2021-2022 Goals—Be Quantitative!

List your 2021-2022 APR goals in terms of their expected changes on the outcome measures as indicated earlier. Each 

goal that requires resources, impacts other areas, or otherwise is substantive requires the submission of an APR Goal 

form. Keep in mind the scoring rubric criteria: 

1. The relationship between program review narrative and the APR Goal is evident and strongly supported by

evidence.

2. The APR Goal directly implements institutional planning document goals.

3. The outcome directly implements institutional planning outcomes, and is transferrable and/or scalable

institutionally.

4. APR Outcome indicators, methods and/or timelines use institutional measures, transferrable/scalable institutionally

5. Before/after benchmarks and timelines are completely specified, identical methods, transferrable/scalable.
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Section IV (Optional): Evaluation of Program Review and Planning Process 

 
IVA. Evaluation of Program Review and Program Planning Process 
 
In this cycle of program review, what aspects of the program review and program planning process worked best and 
why? 
 

 

 
IVB. Evaluation of Program Review and Program Planning Process 
 
In this cycle of program review, what aspects of the program review and program planning process would you change 
and why? 
 

 

 


	IA1 Program Title: Student Learning Outcome Support
	IB Program Contact Your first and last name: Tina Mendoza
	Provide the Programs Mission Statement: See SLOASC Charter: http://committees.taftcollege.edu/sloasc/home/charter/

The Student Learning Outcomes team assists faculty and staff in the development of student learning outcomes, effective authentic assessment, and analysis of data with thoughtful considered improvements to courses, programs, and services with a culture of evidence and on-going dialogue. The SLO team values the culture of inquiry, integrity of the data, and the academic freedom of faculty to determine the best method for student learning and success. The SLO team houses and coordinates the assessment efforts as described by each unit, division, program, service, and course area.


	Provide a brief summary on the current status of the program being reviewed: As a standing committee of the Academic Senate, the role of the Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) and Assessment Steering Committee (SLOASC) is to act as the central body for articulating polices on SLOs, and targeting SLO assessment activities intended to increase student performance competencies as a result of Taft College’s courses, programs, and degrees, and provides support and resources for assessment activities. Specific tasks of the committee include the following:

Publish the most current SLOs in a location that is visible and accessible to students, the public, staff, and all faculty (including adjunct faculty).
Promote knowledge and expertise in assessment of SLOs at Taft College.
Identify and target existing assessment of SLOs at Taft College in key programs in advance of Program Review.
Using the current accreditation standards, identify areas to improve the college’s progress in student learning outcomes and take action to move the college forward in using assessment data for decision making.
Act as representatives of faculty in the area of SLOs at Taft College.
Protect academic freedom of faculty in the creation of SLOs and assessments of SLOs.
Ensure faculty involvement in developing SLO processes, which are mutually agreed upon between the Taft College Board of Trustees and the Taft College Academic Senate.
Establish and facilitate assessment practices that are meaningful and will improve SLO assessments.
Facilitate, promote, and integrate assessment practices that are not only meaningful, but easy for faculty to participate in.
Facilitate follow-up activities for improvement based on completed SLO assessments.
Identify and help provide appropriate resources for assessment activities.
Give input to the Strategic Planning Committee, the Curriculum and General Education Committee, and Academic Senate on the role of SLOs.

Meeting Schedule
The SLOASC meet for one hour, once a month, during the fall and spring semesters. Some of these meetings will occur with divisions, based on their schedule and availability.
	goals have been funded please provide updates here as well: 1. Tutorials- Create 5 video tutorials for faculty by Spring 2022 
**This was not completed 
2. Website Revamping- The goal is to have our SLO Resource website revamped categorically for easier navigation. 
**This was not completed
3. Guest Speaker- Secure guest Speaker for Spring 2022
**There were Guest speakers for Fall 2021 and Spring 2022

The above Goals were made by the previous SLO Coordinator.  There was no funding provided to the SLOASC Committe to create Tutoirals.  The Website is still being edited.  And, for the Guest Speakers - there was a small stipend provided ($250)
	Did you reach your goals If yes explain why If you did not reach your goals explain why: For the 2020/2021 the committee met on Zoom and it was difficult to complete all of the tasks that were set up for the year.  The committee spend a few months to complete and agree on changes to the SLOASC Charter.  Once this was completed and forwarded to the Academic Senate - the committee moved onto updating the SLO Handbook.  The handbook consumed a lot of the meeting and with no concensus on edits - the committee was stuck.

I do believe the COVID and holding meetings on Zoom was one of the main reasons that the Tutorials and SLO Website was not updated.  As the new SLO Coordinator - I can add these two items to the SLOASC future Agendas for consideration.  

As far as the Guest Speaker series.  I have had faculty feedback that they enjoyed the Guest Speakers regarding SLOs.  I would like to continue to have a budget of $2000 per semester for a Guest Speaker.  This would cover travel and a small speaking stipend.
	In this section describe activities you believe would have an effect on your 20212022 outcome measures: The Guest Speaker on SLO Day for the Fall and Spring Semesters has been a positive outcome.  It allowed for our faculty to get new training about SLOs that are 'outside' of Taft College.  Continued SLO Guest Speakers is good for the Faculty and Campus.  


	2021-22 Goals: Goal - 90% of faculty know where to locate SLO information

Goal - 90% of faculty know how to input SLO Data into ELumen

Goal - Continue with Guest Speaker on SLO Day in the Fall and Spring Semesters.  Allow for a $2000 stipend that will cover Tracel Costs and speaking stipend.

Goal - For SLOASC - create annual goals, update SLO Handbook, Create SLO PowerPoint and Video, create schedule for SLO Review process
	What worked best and why: What worked best for me was reviewing the previous Program Review by the previous SLO Coordinator
	What would you change: Can Program Review be submitted or due at the end of the Cycle.  For example, since this is for the the AY 2020/2021 - can the report be DUE in May 2021?  This way the approprate year can be assessed.


